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Abstract
Lipid profiling from complex lipid extracts can be a challenging and time consuming task. The high complexity of samples and
co-elution of isobaric or isomeric compounds complicate the confident annotation of lipids. The presented 4D-Lipidomics
workflow simplifies and streamlines the annotation and validation process using mobility-enhanced MS data.

Introduction
Lipids represent an important compound class in biological systems as they play key roles in cell membranes, in the energy
storage or as signaling molecules. This makes them interesting markers for studying biological systems regarding clinical
research [1]. At the same time, lipids depict a highly complex class of compounds. Both, the structural diversity as well as the
high dynamic range in concentrations makes the analysis of lipid extracts challenging. A major bottleneck in lipid profiling is
the annotation and subsequent validation of lipid assignments. Additionally, a high throughput is often necessary, e.g. in
phenomics related large cohort studies.
Using the timsTOF Pro or timsTOF fleX systems, a high MS/MS coverage can be achieved by the PASEF® [2] acquisition mode,
even with single in-jections and when using fast LC gradients. Furthermore, the trapped ion mobility separation cleans up the
MS/MS spectra and improves the matching of fragmentation rules or spectral libraries. As a third factor of improvement, the
automatically acquired CCS values can be directly used to increase the confidence in annotations. This 4D-Lipidomics workflow
is demonstrated in detail in the following.

Procedure
Lipids from NIST SRM 1950 reference plasma (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) were extracted using methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE)
based on a protocol published by Matyash et al. [3]. Extracts were dissolved in Methanol : Dichloromethane (9:1). The total
amount of lipids injected on column equaled 0.5 μL and 5 μL extracted standard for positive and negative polarity, respectively.
To assess the reproducibility of the system, 5 replicates were analyzed in each polarity (5 μL each).
The RP-LC separation was performed using an Elute UHPLC system (Bruker, Germany) and a Triart C18 column (100 x 2.1 mm,
1.9 μm) (YMC, Japan). Run times were 5, 10 and 20 minutes, respectively. The MS- and MS/MS data was acquired in positive
and negative ESI mode using a timsTOF Pro (Bruker Daltonik, Germany) instrument in PASEF MS/MS mode. The transfer
parameters were optimized for 100-1500 m/z.
The resulting four-dimensional data (m/z, RT, mobility, and intensity) was processed using MetaboScape® 2021b (Bruker,

Germany). The T-ReX® 4D algorithm combined common adducts and isotopes belonging to the same compound into features
in the bucket or feature table. Features detected in less than three of five samples were discarded. Furthermore, features with a
Coefficient of Variance (CV) of >20% were excluded. The remaining features were annotated using a rule-based annotation
tool in MetaboScape 2021b. It makes use of published fragmentation rules for >40 lipid sub-classes and it annotates based on
the precursor m/z, isotopic pattern, and characteristic fragments in the MS/MS spectra. To compare the number of unique lipid
annotations on species level, only the most abundant species of isomers were considered. All isomers eluting with different
retention times were removed.
Data of positive and negative ionization was processed separately and merged based on retention time and neutral mass in
MetaboScape.

Results
The aim of this study was to investigate the benefits of the timsTOF Pro /fleX-based 4D-Lipidomics worflow to profile the lipid
content of a SRM 1950 extract. The scheme of the workflow is outlined in Figure 1. Each step will be discussed in more detail in
the following.

4D-data acquisition
The timsTOF Pro and timsTOF fleX instruments are trapped ion mobility-enhanced QTOF mass spectrometers that provide an
advanced acquisition mode (PASEF) for high-speed and high-quality MS/MS data [2,4,5]. Since confident lipid identification is
dependent on high-quality fragment spectra, both a comprehensive coverage as well as sensitivity are of key importance for
downstream analysis. In addition to generating cleaner MS/MS spectra, the trapped ion mobility separation automatically
acquires accurate and precise CCS values that can be directly used in CCS-aware processing softwares to increase the quality
and hence also the user’s confidence in results.
The coverage of MS/MS spectra acquired with PASEF is shown in Figure 2. Multiple replicate injections are not required to
improve the precursor fragment coverage but were acquired to assess the Coefficient of Variance (CV) for filtering
reproducible ions. This is not necessary if biological replicates are available.

4D-processing
MetaboScape 2021b is a server-client based software allowing multiple users to process and evaluate their data at the same
time. It enables processing of 4D-timsTOF data as well as MALDI-TIMS-Imaging data, high-end MRMS data or standard QTOF
data. The central processing algorithm, T-ReX (Time aligned Region complete eXtraction) extracts all relevant feature
information and creates a retention time aligned 4D compound or feature table. Automatically applied charge deconvolution,
deisotoping and recursive feature extraction grant robust results as a basis for subsequent statistical experiments, dereplication
or de-novo annotation workflows that are also implemented in the software solution. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of a
compound table with example annotations from the presented data.

CCS-aware lipid annotation
To annotate lipids, MetaboScape offers two complementary workflows that can be used independently from each other. The
rule-based lipid annotation is fully implemented in MetaboScape 2021b and aims at providing high-quality, confident lipid
annotations according to the latest developments in the lipidomics community [6]. It features fragmentation rules for a wide
range (> 40) of common lipid sub classes. By applying rule-based annotation, over-annotation of lipids can be avoided which
can occur when matching lipid spectra against MS/MS libraries. An example of how the rule-based annotation is applied is
illustrated in Figure 4 for the lipid PC 22:6_16:0.

Alternatively or additionally, the CCS containing open-source MS/MS library LipidBlast can be used. It was compiled by
Tsugawa and Fiehn et al. [7] and contains > 1/2 million of CCS values for lipids, together with their in-silico generated MS/MS
spectra. The CCS values of the library were predicted based on CCS values acquired on a timsTOF Pro instrument.
Imported into MetaboScape, the library can directly be used to annotate the feature table. This complementary annotation can
increase the coverage of lipid classes. Additionally, it enables to gain a higher confidence in the results by confirming previous
annotations and matching MS/MS spectra as well as CCS values. Figure 5 shows an example of the data.

Both annotation strategies use the Annotation Quality Scoring (AQ column in Figures 4 and 5) to give a visual feedback on the
key qualifiers (rt, m/z, isotopic pattern, MS/MS matching, CCS for LipidBlast). The ranges for this rating are user-defined.

In addition, the acquired CCS values can be used to verify potential lipid structures by comparison with predicted values. This is
possible in MetaboScape using an implemented tool called CCSPredict. The CCS values for several adducts can be compared to
increase the user’s confidence in the automatic annotations.

Deep analysis of annotation results
To simplify the process of validation of the annotations, MetaboScape features a 4-dimensional Kendrick mass defect (KMD)
plot that enables a deep analysis of the annotation results [8]. Annotated lipids can be validated and outliers (possible false
positives) as well as missing lipids (possible false negatives) can be readily identified. In Figure 6, a KMD plot for the PC lipid
class is shown, demonstrating the power of this plot to validate annotations based on trend lines that can be observed for the
homologous series.

Highly confident lipid annotations based on CCS-aware results
To investigate the increased MS/MS quality and peak capacity provided by PASEF, we analyzed a lipid extract of NIST SRM
1950 reference plasma with different chromatographic run times of 20, 10 and 5 minutes. As shown in Figure 7a, the
maximum number of unique identified lipids (362) was observed with 20 min gradient times. Even when reducing the runtime
to 25% (5 min), still 75% (271) of the annotated lipids with a CV of less than 20% where detected.

A comparison of the measured CCS values from the 20 min and 5 min gradients shows a very good correlation (Figure 7b).
This demonstrates that in contrast to retention times, CCS values are independent of chromatography and can be reliably used
for compound identification (Figure 7C). The results highlight the exceptional usefulness of CCS values for compound
identification. Different gas conditions during the ionization of compounds did not influence the collisional cross sections
acquired in TIMS. These results set the stage for deep lipidomics profiling at high throughput to enable studies that require a
high turnover, for example clinical research studies.
In addition, the 4D-Lipidomics workflow can be leveraged by using the annotated compounds in combination with MALDI
Imaging experiments. The so-called SpatialOMx® workflow matches accurate mass and CCS values to correlate the
annotations to MALDI Imaging experiments. This enables to assess e.g. the spatial distribution of identified lipids in tissue
[9,10].

Conclusion
The presented 4D-Lipidomics workflow features highly confident CCS-aware lipid annotation by state-of-the-art rule-based
annotation. It simplifies the inspection of the annotations by 4D Kendrick Mass Defect plots. The timsTOF Pro or fleX
instruments build the basis of this workflow delivering high-quality data at short runtimes.

PASEF enables high throughput lipid profiling.
The 4D-Lipidomics workflow ensures a confident annotation of a wide range of lipids, even from single injections.
The lipid annotation tool in MetaboScape provides rule-based annotation for >40 sub-classes and reports according to
most recent guidelines.
Increasing the chromatographic speed four-fold, the presented workflow still yielded 75% of the maximum annotations
observed. This underlines the suitability for high-throughput studies.
By matching the CCS values and accurate m/z of annotated lipids, the spatial distribution e.g. in tissue can be assessed by
MALDI Imaging data using the SpatialOMx workflow.
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